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Solar wind was collected in space by high purity collector materials during the Genesis mission between 2001 and 2004. Unfortunately, the return of the spacecraft resulted in a crash landing shattering the collectors and exposing 

them to environmental and spacecraft debris. To permit for accurate analysis of solar wind embedded within the collectors, those have to be cleaned carefully and thoroughly on the surface. Different cleaning methods involving 

combinations of acids or bases as well as solvents have been commonly applied to remove the contamination by chemical means. However, these methods are often tedious and only partially successful as many contaminants 

resist chemical treatments. Thus novel cleaning approaches are called for, which remove contaminants resistant to chemical treatment, target only the surface, and can be applied for most collector materials rapidly.    

Lasers are characterized by producing monochromatic and coherent radiation, which can be highly focused, making them one of the most versatile tools in science and technology. Among other interactions of lasers with solids, 

desorption and ablation occur on surfaces of materials irradiated by a laser beam. When directing at grazing angle, a laser can remove surface materials in a targeted fashion. This method has been utilized for non-invasive cleaning 

of delicate historic objects such as manuscripts, paintings, and sculptures. Laser cleaning is also commonly applied in the semiconductor industry as an alternative to the traditional wet chemical treatments of wafers which produce 

large quantities of harmful chemicals. To test the suitability of laser cleaning for Genesis samples, we selected a silicon wafer fragment, contaminated it intentionally, and applied laser cleaning under grazing incidence angle to the 

fragment to remove the contamination. To check whether cleaning was effective and no damage to the surface did occur, the sample was inspected before and after cleaning using an optical microscope and also total reflection X-

ray fluorescence (TXRF) analysis. Contaminant concentrations were calculated before and after cleaning using external calibration curves and spectral backgrounds were compared to evaluate whether surface damage occurred as 

a result of laser irradiation.
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Figure 1: Initial Assessment. 

TXRF Spectrum and Micrograph. 
Figure 2: Contaminated sample. 

TXRF Spectrum and Micrograph. 

Figure 4: Final Assessment.

TXRF Spectrum and Micrograph. 

Step 1 - Initial Assessment

A clean silicon wafer fragment was 

randomly selected and initial 

assessment was carried out with a 

microscope coupled with a CCD 

camera (Axioscope 1.0, Zeiss; 

Moticam 5.0, Motic.com; 

magnification 10x) and by total 

reflection X-ray fluorescence using 

a Mo excitation source (S2 

PicoFox, Bruker AXS). Figure 1 

shows the TXRF spectrum of the 

wafer on the left and the 

micrograph on the right. Elemental 

concentrations were calculated 

using external calibration curves. 

Table 1 lists the elemental 

concentrations per area analyzed 

(10mm2).  

Step 2 - Contamination

The clean silicon wafer 

fragment was contaminated 

intentionally by rubbing a 

mixture of sand, dirt, and 

paint onto its surface in 

order to simulate crash site 

exposure. The wafer was 

then re-inspected by optical 

microscopy and TXRF. 

Care was taken that the 

same areas were 

inspected. Figure 2 shows 

the TXRF spectrum of the 

wafer on the left and 

micrograph on the right. 

Elemental concentrations 

were calculated in the 

same way as before. Table 

2 lists the elemental 

concentrations per area 

analyzed.  

Step 3 - Laser Cleaning

The now contaminated silicon wafer fragment was 

subjected to a nanosecond pulsed Nd:YLF laser at 

527nm and under 3.5° incidence. The laser power 

density was 5.31W/cm2 with a pulse duration of 300-

400ns at 1kHz repetition rate and 6.85mJ per pulse. 

The laser beam was carefully swept across the surface 

to cover a large area. Figure 3 shows the laser cleaning 

process schematically on the left and in action with the 

sample on the right. 

Step 4 – Final Assessment

The laser cleaned silicon  

wafer fragment was 

reassessed after laser 

cleaning using optical 

microscopy and TXRF. Figure 

4 shows the TXRF spectrum of 

the wafer on the left and the 

micrograph on the right. Again, 

care was taken to inspect the 

same areas as in step 1 and 2. 

Elemental concentrations were 

calculated in the same way as 

previously. Table 3 lists the 

elemental concentrations per 

area analyzed.  

Element Atoms

Ca 1.2 x 1013

Fe 4.3 x 1011

Zn 5 x 1012

Element Atoms

Ca 5.6 x 1014

Ti 3.5 x 1013

Cr 1.1 x 1013

Mn 2.2 x 1012

Fe 2.1 x 1014

Cu 4.2 x 1011

Zn 3.2 x 1012

Rb 4.8 x 1011

Sr 8 x 1011

Element Atoms

Ca 3.1 x 1013

Ti 2.4 x 1012

Mn 7.1 x 1010

Fe 4 x 1012

Zn 4 x 1011

laser beam

surface

particle

Figure 3: Laser Cleaning. Schematic and 

Sample Application.

Table 1: Elemental concentrations 

after initial assessment. 

Concentrations are shown per 

area analyzed (10mm2). Table 2: Elemental concentrations 

after intentional contamination. 

Concentrations are shown per 

area analyzed (10mm2).

Table 3: Elemental concentrations 

after laser cleaning. 

Concentrations are shown per 

area analyzed (10mm2).

Laser surface cleaning at grazing incident angle was applied to an intentionally contaminated silicon wafer 

fragment to investigate whether it could be a viable alternative to other more conventional cleaning methods for 

Genesis solar wind samples. The data show that laser cleaning was able to reduce almost all contamination to 

pre-contamination levels. A spectra comparison between the laser cleaned wafer and the initial non-contaminated 

wafer did not show a difference in spectral background scattering. A confirmation that the surface of the wafer 

was not damaged by the laser application. Moreover, laser cleaning was very fast as it took only a few minutes to 

sweep the entire surface of the sample. All three features fulfil the conditions for cleaning Genesis solar wind 

collectors. Future experiments will include streamlining the cleaning and analysis process to avoid exposure of 

samples to contamination due to transport from one laboratory to another and testing of the procedure on other 

collector materials. The final goal is to establish a versatile, efficient, and fast cleaning protocol for Genesis 

samples, which will be applicable to almost all collector materials.


